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    Lapping With OTA

 Lapping With OTA

  Raptor Racing Track Day!
  Raptor Racing Track Day!
  Tickets for this exhilarating event on May 12th are NOW ON SALE!

 Tickets for this exhilarating event on May 12th are NOW ON SALE!


  RSVP Now!
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    Welcome to the Fast Lane!

 Welcome to the Fast Lane!

  Raptor Racing Blog
  Raptor Racing Blog
  Stay Updated with the Latest Insights in Car Performance, Community News, and Expert Advise

 Stay Updated with the Latest Insights in Car Performance, Community News, and Expert Advise


  Visit Our Blog
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    Elevate Your Raptor Racing Experience

 Elevate Your Raptor Racing Experience

  Join Raptor Rewards
  Join Raptor Rewards
  Earn, Redeem, and Enjoy – Exclusive Perks for Our Valued Customers

 Earn, Redeem, and Enjoy – Exclusive Perks for Our Valued Customers


  Start Earning Now!
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    The Raptor Racing Legacy
 The Raptor Racing Legacy
 What sparks your love for cars? The adrenaline of speed, the purr of the engine, the sleek design, or perhaps the sheer freedom to explore the open road? Whatever it is, at Raptor Racing, we understand—because we're fueled by the same passion. Established in 2005, we have a long-standing history as your trusted Canadian hub for aftermarket performance parts, custom engine solutions, and a wide array of auto accessories.
Our product portfolio is as diverse as your interests, featuring everything from Antigravity’s ultra-light batteries to bespoke creations from brands like RTR Vehicles, IAG Off Road, FLOW Designs, and Verus Engineering. Our collaboration with leading manufacturers ensures you'll find exactly what you're looking for, whether you're into Japanese sports cars, American muscle, European luxury sedans, or even trucks and off-roaders. And yes, we're always expanding our catalog to suit even more car enthusiast groups.
But Raptor Racing isn't just about parts; it's about people. We're more than a retailer; we're a community. Rooted in Canada and run by Canadians for Canadians, we strive to connect like-minded automotive aficionados nationwide. Our Raptor Rewards loyalty program and social events like our monthly Cars and Coffee in Mississauga are designed to make us a vibrant hub for the car culture in Canada.
Transparency is key when it comes to pricing—no hidden fees, no unexpected charges. Why deal with the hassle and extra costs of ordering from the U.S. when you can enjoy high-quality products right here in Canada? With Raptor Racing, what you see is what you get—and what you get is unbeatable value.
No matter where you are in Canada—be it Mississauga, Vancouver, or Halifax—we've got you covered with quick, duty-free shipping. Feel free to contact us or swing by our Mississauga location for a free coffee and some enriching car talk.
So why wait? Come experience the Raptor Racing Legacy and make your automotive dreams a reality.

 What sparks your love for cars? The adrenaline of speed, the purr of the engine, the sleek design, or perhaps the sheer freedom to explore the open road? Whatever it is, at Raptor Racing, we understand—because we're fueled by the same passion. Established in 2005, we have a long-standing history as your trusted Canadian hub for aftermarket performance parts, custom engine solutions, and a wide array of auto accessories.
Our product portfolio is as diverse as your interests, featuring everything from Antigravity’s ultra-light batteries to bespoke creations from brands like RTR Vehicles, IAG Off Road, FLOW Designs, and Verus Engineering. Our collaboration with leading manufacturers ensures you'll find exactly what you're looking for, whether you're into Japanese sports cars, American muscle, European luxury sedans, or even trucks and off-roaders. And yes, we're always expanding our catalog to suit even more car enthusiast groups.
But Raptor Racing isn't just about parts; it's about people. We're more than a retailer; we're a community. Rooted in Canada and run by Canadians for Canadians, we strive to connect like-minded automotive aficionados nationwide. Our Raptor Rewards loyalty program and social events like our monthly Cars and Coffee in Mississauga are designed to make us a vibrant hub for the car culture in Canada.
Transparency is key when it comes to pricing—no hidden fees, no unexpected charges. Why deal with the hassle and extra costs of ordering from the U.S. when you can enjoy high-quality products right here in Canada? With Raptor Racing, what you see is what you get—and what you get is unbeatable value.
No matter where you are in Canada—be it Mississauga, Vancouver, or Halifax—we've got you covered with quick, duty-free shipping. Feel free to contact us or swing by our Mississauga location for a free coffee and some enriching car talk.
So why wait? Come experience the Raptor Racing Legacy and make your automotive dreams a reality.















    Can't find what you're looking for?
 Can't find what you're looking for?
 No worries. Reach out to us and we'll help find what you're looking for. We'll even provide you with a direct link to the product page.

 No worries. Reach out to us and we'll help find what you're looking for. We'll even provide you with a direct link to the product page.















    Found a better price elsewhere?
 Found a better price elsewhere?
 Provide us with a link to the product on a competitor's website; we'll let you know if we're able to price match, ASAP.

 Provide us with a link to the product on a competitor's website; we'll let you know if we're able to price match, ASAP.
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    Let customers speak for us
   
            from 91 reviews
        
  Super fast shipping
 Product as described



   Ryan F.
  04/09/2024

  [image: mountune Balance Shaft Delete Kit]  mountune Balance Shaft Delete Kit

   
  Lug
 Great Quality



   Alain R.
  04/08/2024

  [image: McGard SplineDrive Tuner 5 Lug Install Kit w-Locks & Tool (Cone) M12X1.5 - 13-16 Hex - Blk]  McGard SplineDrive Tuner 5 Lug Install Kit w-Locks & Tool (Cone) M12X1.5 - 13-16 Hex - Blk

   
  
 Everything fit perfectly ans it sounds good



   Hugo P.
  04/07/2024

  [image: aFe 16-23 Infiniti Q50 V6 3.0L (tt) Takeda Stage 2 Red Edition Cold Air Intake System w/ Pro DRY]  aFe 16-23 Infiniti Q50 V6 3.0L (tt) Takeda Stage 2 Red Edition Cold Air Intake System w/ Pro DRY

   
  AWE Ranger exhaust.
 This is the second AWE product I have purchased. The first was for a Bronco Wildtrak. Both were very well made and easy to install. The Ranger installation was easy once the original exhaust was removed. The copious amounts of Magnesium Chloride dumped on BC roads is highly corrosive and made the removal process painful. One has to pay careful attention to tightening all the clamps to spec however, lubricating the clamp threads with Nickel anti seize compound makes this easier. The system is obviously louder than stock but has no intrusive drone. 

Dealing with Raptor Racing as always an absolute pleasure. This company has set the standard for customer service, product knowledge and will find the answers you need for your project every single time.



   Etienne P.
  04/03/2024

  [image: AWE Tuning 2019+ Ford Ranger 0FG Performance Exhaust System w/Diamond Black Tips & Rock Guard]  AWE Tuning 2019+ Ford Ranger 0FG Performance Exhaust System w/Diamond Black Tips & Rock Guard

   
  Borla Exhaust Mk7.5 GTI
 I got this exhaust after a lot of back and forth between this and the AWE track exhaust. This has been amazing, it sounds great and it's not abnoxious. Cold starts are definitely pretty aggressive but it sounds really good. Warm starts has some crackles as well. On downshifts (DSG) you can get some pops as well and under heavy acceleration on upshifts. This exhaust is great becuase when you want it to be quiet you can, but when you drive hard it can be loud as well. Will definitely recommend this cat back exhaust especially if you have a stock downpipe, it's just the sound im looking for, not too loud and a great tone. Raptor Racing was great during the purchase process.



   Saravanan M.
  04/02/2024

  [image: Borla 2018 Volkswagen GTI (MK7.5) 2.0T AT/MT SS S-Type Catback Exhaust]  Borla 2018 Volkswagen GTI (MK7.5) 2.0T AT/MT SS S-Type Catback Exhaust

   
  
 Very nice



   Shawn L.
  04/01/2024

  [image: IAG I-Line Defrost Vent Cover Hex Pattern for 2021+ Ford Bronco]  IAG I-Line Defrost Vent Cover Hex Pattern for 2021+ Ford Bronco

   
  
 They are perfect



   Robitaille
  04/01/2024

  [image: SPEC-D Subaru Impreza WRX-STI Sequential LED Tail Lights - Smoke Lens-Glossy Black Housing - 2015-2019 Impreza WRX-STI Only]  SPEC-D Subaru Impreza WRX-STI Sequential LED Tail Lights - Smoke Lens-Glossy Black Housing - 2015-2019 Impreza WRX-STI Only

   
  G Loc Pads
 Timely shipping, with tracking the whole way. Coordinated shipping from manufacturer clearly and effectively. Pads are genuine and price was more than fair! Thank you



   Derek E.
  04/01/2024

  [image: G-LOC Brakes - Dodge Challenger Scatpack 2018-2022 (RT Scat Pack w/4-Piston Brembo Calipers) (Front)]  G-LOC Brakes - Dodge Challenger Scatpack 2018-2022 (RT Scat Pack w/4-Piston Brembo Calipers) (Front)

   
  Awesome service!!!
 Great people to deal with! Really honest and helpful with information and details on parts.

10/10 strongly recommend!!!



   Michael C.
  03/31/2024

  [image: COBB Ford Adjustable Shift Plate Focus ST 2013-2018, Focus RS 2016-2018]  COBB Ford Adjustable Shift Plate Focus ST 2013-2018, Focus RS 2016-2018

   
  Great mudflaps
 The rallyarmor mudflaps look great. They fit perfectly. Thanks for the great service.



   Robin T.
  03/30/2024

  [image: Rally Armor 2024 Hyundai Kona N Line Black UR Mud Flap - Metallic Black Logo]  Rally Armor 2024 Hyundai Kona N Line Black UR Mud Flap - Metallic Black Logo

   
  Let the big dog eat!
 Everything fit together perfectly 👌  very high qaulity clamps and hardware.



   Brandon G.
  03/29/2024

  [image: aFe 21-23 Dodge RAM 1500 TRX V8-6.2L Momentum GT Intake- Red]  aFe 21-23 Dodge RAM 1500 TRX V8-6.2L Momentum GT Intake- Red

   
  Great service
 Great parts and an owner that will go out of his way to help you. I would recommend Raptor Racing to anyone needed auto parts.



   Rob B.
  03/29/2024

  [image: Diode Dynamics - Mustang Interior LED Light Kit 18-19 Mustang Stage 2 Cool White]  Diode Dynamics - Mustang Interior LED Light Kit 18-19 Mustang Stage 2 Cool White

   
  So far great but a very important note
 I just changed out from yellow stuff to the red. The baking plate of the old pads had gouged the calliper the surface that contacts the calliper while braking was all jagged. Since the calliper is aluminium there was a lot of oxidization (dissimilar metals) and the brake pad was jammed in the calliper that is why I had to change my brakes. The new red stuff pads backing plate was also all jagged so I filed down the surface to create a more even contact point with the calliper. Just installed them today and so far so good. I am quite surprised that this issue has not beed rectified by EBC. Perhaps it's not an issue with other brake systems. It should be noted that the photo on the RR website of the front brake pads is not right and the pads are actually almost rectangle in form. Looking at the photo here no-one would understand what I am writing about. RR great store and great service. I'm very happy. Great service by Stathis in sales. Thanks Keith



   Keith K.
  03/27/2024

  [image: EBC 16-18 Ford Focus RS Redstuff Ceramic Low Dust Front Brake Pads]  EBC 16-18 Ford Focus RS Redstuff Ceramic Low Dust Front Brake Pads

   
  
 Great quality, easy to install & looks good installed.

Only thing that may be nice would be if it could be removed with a quick disconnect for shows, etc: but great product, none the less



   Jaco G.
  03/26/2024

  [image: Raptor Racing - Ford Mustang 2024 Dark Horse License Plate Relocation Kit]  Raptor Racing - Ford Mustang 2024 Dark Horse License Plate Relocation Kit

   
  Perfect
 Fast shipping 1-2 days exactly as advertised, good price and exactly what I ordered absolutely nothing to complain about. Plus a free sticker just to top it off.



   Aiden G.
  03/25/2024

  [image: mountune Uprated Air Recirculation Valve 16-18 Focus RS]  mountune Uprated Air Recirculation Valve 16-18 Focus RS



  
 








 

























 







   
        

        
          



 

  
 Free Canadian Standard  Shipping on Qualifying Orders over $399*
 
        

        
          



 

  
 No fees or duties for Canada
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 Easy Returns Policy















    Contact Us
 7045 Tranmere Dr Unit #1
Mississauga, ON L5S 1M2

(905) 677-0909
1(866) 302-5577
Text (833) 691-5717


sales@raptorracing.com
  	 
        



 

  

	 
        



 

  

	 
        



   

  

	 
        



 

  

	 
        



 

  




  Store Hours
 Monday 11am to 6pm
Tuesday 11am to 6pm
Wednesday 11am to 7pm
Thursday 11am to 6pm
Friday 11am to 6pm
Saturday – CLOSED
Sunday 12pm to 4pm

 
          
            
            

 
    
      Customer Service
 	 
          About Raptor Racing
	 
          Contact Us
	 
          Refund Policy
	 
          Shipping Policy
	 
          Privacy Policy
	 
          Terms of Service
	 
          Price Match Guidelines
	 
          Raptor Rewards Program
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